Full text patent documents from German Democratic Republic added to
DEFULL
About 170,000 patent documents from the former German Democratic Republic (Deutsche
Demokratische Republik) with country code DD have been loaded to the full text database DEFULL.
The data is available in German and machine-translated English.
Patent documents were published in the German Democratic Republic by the “Amt für Erfindungsund Patentwesen” from 1951 until 1990 with filing dates since 1948. Pending applications filed
before 1990 were published after reunification by the Deutsche Patent- und Markenamt with a DDpublication number until 2003.
Publications published before 1990 were either so-called economic patents (Wirtschaftspatent) or
exclusive patents (Ausschließungspatent). Examined but not searched economic patents had kind
code DDA1. Since the Patent Law Amendment Act from 1963 they could be examined and searched
(kind code DDA3) and granted (kind code DDB1). The examined but not searched exclusive patents
had the kind code DDA5. Since 1963 they could be examined and searched (kind code DDA7) and
granted (kind code DDB3) as well. Based on the Patent Law Amendment Act from 1990 existing
economic patents could be converted into exclusive patents with kind code DDB5 upon request until
13 December 1990.
Titles, abstracts, detailed descriptions and claims are available in German and machine translated
English. About 120,000 DD publications have a full text with detailed description and claims. Due to
the OCR-process many abstracts and claims are not identified to distinct fields. For a comprehensive
search of the DD documents it is therefore recommended to use the basic index search field /BI.
Records contain bibliographic data including patent applicants and inventors, patent, application,
priority, and related application data, IPC, and CPC. Like the other records in DEFULL, numeric values
of 59 physical and chemical properties are searchable in the DD documents as well as key terms,
indexed and displayed in field /KT.
More than 85% of all DD publications have also a DD priority. The patent applications published in
the German Democratic Republic had a focus on organic chemistry (IPC subclasses C07C, C07D, C08F,
C08G), measuring instruments (G01N, G01R, G01B), optical elements (G02B), machine tools (B23K,
B23Q), and transport devices (B65G, B65H).
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